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Building accessible web apps
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2. Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)

3. Accessibility with JS Maps SDK and Calcite

4. Build accessibility into mapping apps

5. Tools and resources
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An introduction
Who are we designing for?

• 12.7% of Americans have a disability 1

• 47.1% of Americans over 75 years of 

age have a disability 1

• 1.3 billion people worldwide experience 

a significant disability 2

1 in 6 people

1 2021 American Community Survey

2 World Health Organization

https://data.census.gov/table?q=S1810&tid=ACSST1Y2019.S1810
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/disability-and-health


Why accessibility?
Benefits to the web

• Reach a broader audience

• Reduce risk of legal complications

• Develop an innovative mindset

• Improve reputation

• Reduce load times



Web standards
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1

• Success Criterion
1. Perceivable 
2. Operable
3. Understandable
4. Robust

• Levels
- A: Basic
- AA: Desirable (Many organizations)
- AAA: Comprehensive



WCAG examples
Different levels and their meaning

Level Success Criterion Description

A 1.4.1: Use of Color
Color is not used as the only visual means of conveying 
information, indicating an action, prompting a response, or 
distinguishing a visual element.

AA 1.4.3: Contrast (Minimum) The visual presentation of text and images of text has a contrast 
ratio of at least 4.5 to 1.

AAA 1.4.6: Contrast (Enhanced) 
The visual presentation of text and images of text has a contrast 
ratio of at least 7 to 1.



1.4.1: Use of Color
Level A

Color is not used as the only visual means of 
conveying information, indicating an action, 
prompting a response, or distinguishing a 
visual element.



1.4.3: Contrast (Minimum)
Level AA

The visual presentation of text and images of 
text has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5 to 1.



1.4.6: Contrast (Enhanced)
Level AAA

The visual presentation of text and images of 
text has a contrast ratio of at least 7 to 1.

Custom color for enhanced color contrast support demonstration

https://codepen.io/geospatialem/pen/WNgoYKe


WCAG 2.2
Upcoming Success Criterion changes

2.4.7: Focus Visible 
• Change from Level AA to Level A
• Any keyboard operable user interface 
has a mode of operation where the 
keyboard focus indicator is visible.

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG22/Understanding/focus-visible.html


Accessibility with JS Maps 
SDK and Calcite 
Kitty Hurley



Calcite accessibility
Accessibility features with Calcite

• Reduced motion support

• High contrast 

• Improved keyboard navigation

• Conducted a third-party audit across components



Reduced motion support
Calcite Loader sample

Show animations Animations not shown



High contrast support
Calcite Dropdown sample

High contrast disabled High contrast enabled



JS Maps SDK accessibility
Accessibility features with JS Maps SDK

• Colorblind friendly color ramps

• Popup focus (4.23+)

• Color contrast support in CSS themes (4.25+)

• Widget support (4.25+)

- BasemapGallery

- Bookmarks

- Directions

- Editor

- FeatureForm

- Print

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/styling/#themes


Colorblind friendly color ramps
Accessibility features with JS Maps SDK

Accessible color ramps

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/visualization/symbols-color-ramps/esri-color-ramps/


Popup focus
JS Maps SDK accessibility

The shouldFocus option for Popup’s open method.

https://codepen.io/geospatialem/pen/vYzgjLQ


Color contrast and widget support
JS Maps SDK accessibility

The BasemapGallery‘s improved color contrast and role in 4.25+.

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/sandbox/?sample=widgets-basemapgallery


Build accessibility into 
mapping apps
Kelly Hutchins



Describe map contents 

Associate descriptive information with the map using aria-describedby.

Add context to map focus

https://kellyhutchins.github.io/DevSummit2023-A11y/demos/MapDescription.html


Provide data in alternate formats 

• Table

• CSV

Accompany the map with data

https://kellyhutchins.github.io/DevSummit2023-A11y/demos/FeatureTable.html


Navigate map data 

• Use map.focus and the 

navigating event 

• Announce updates with 

aria-live

Support keyboard navigation

https://kellyhutchins.github.io/DevSummit2023-A11y/demos/MapNavigation.html


Search focus

Handle focus between the search dialog and result popup.

Introduce meaningful keyboard focus

https://kellyhutchins.github.io/DevSummit2023-A11y/demos/SearchFocus.html


Disable animation

• Widget: GoToOverride

• goToOptions

• Disable animation when 

prefers-reduced-motion is 

active

Accommodate larger audiences



Basemap color

• colorUtils

- getBackgroundColor

- getBackgroundColorTheme

• Update graphics to support 

sufficient color contrast

Dynamically modify colors for sufficient color contrast

https://kellyhutchins.github.io/DevSummit2023-A11y/demos/BasemapColor.html


Further exploration
Kelly Hutchins
Kitty Hurley



Furthering accessibility
Developer guidance and accessibility

• Designing for individuals

• Content

• Forms and labels

• Checklist

On the autistic spectrum

Do use simple sentences and bullets.

Avoid creating a wall of text.



Testing tips
Accessibility test strategies

• No mouse challenge

• Assistive technologies

• Human testing



Accessibility tools
Testing tools

• Humans

• Assistive technologies

• Color Oracle

• WebAIM Color Contrast Checker

• WAVE

• aXe

• Browser developer tools (e.g., Lighthouse)

https://colororacle.org/
https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker
https://wave.webaim.org/
https://www.deque.com/axe/


Color Oracle
Color blindness simulator for Windows, Mac and Linux

No filter Deuteranopia filter



Code resources
Code snippets and samples

• GitHub demos and code

- https://kellyhutchins.github.io/DevSummit2023-A11y

• Codepen collections

- https://codepen.io/collection/WvMEJM

- https://codepen.io/collection/BNzmVw

https://kellyhutchins.github.io/DevSummit2023-A11y
https://codepen.io/collection/WvMEJM
https://codepen.io/collection/BNzmVw


Further reading
Accessibility resources

• Calcite and accessibility
- https://developers.arcgis.com/calcite-design-
system/foundations/accessibility

• Subscribe to our Accessibility Community
- https://community.esri.com/t5/accessibility/ct-
p/accessibility

https://developers.arcgis.com/calcite-design-system/foundations/accessibility
https://community.esri.com/t5/accessibility/ct-p/accessibility


Accessibility blog
Accessibility resources

Accessibility blog post on resources

https://community.esri.com/t5/accessibility-blog/accessibility-resources/ba-p/1258042
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